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Descriptive Writing
Lesson 2: Lesson Guide
Do Now
Students explain why the setting is emotive. 
Using an example – dawn
Students look at one response to the image and find the sections that are 
emotive. 
Switching the example – dusk
Students then write their example at dusk, using a cloze exercise.
Frosty lake
Students find emotions to describe the frosty lake.
Details
Students find details in the image to link to the emotions it conjures.
Writing
Students write a description of the setting in pairs, using provided emotions as 
prompts. They then have to switch the emotions and write another version 
independently. 
Checking
Students have opportunities to check their writing. Teachers may wish to ask 
students to redraft work as well or as part of homework. 
End of lesson quiz



Extension: Continue this description, ‘Just beyond the 
towering mountain, …’
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Explain why this setting is emotive.
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the lake. The sun’s rosy hue, too bright to behold, made its way inch by 
inch over the mountain’s pinnacle. The sun warmed and brightened 
the landscape, giving hope for a new day, yet to arise.

The light dappled across the shimmering lake, wrinkling and folding in its 
magnificence. Everything lay silent and expectant. The day was new 
and unspoilt: a fresh page waiting to be written. 

Across the bay, trees stretched their branches, yawning at the sun’s 
appearance. Leaves twitched here and there, wearing their colours in 
glorious bronze and copper.

It was a new day. 

Here is one student’s response describing the image, 
at the start of the day. 
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The sun peered over the mountain at dawn prizing its way over to greet 
the lake. The sun’s rosy hue, too bright to behold, made its way inch by 
inch over the mountain’s pinnacle. The sun warmed and brightened 
the landscape, giving hope for a new day, yet to arise. 

The light dappled across the shimmering lake, wrinkling and folding in its 
magnificence. Everything lay silent and expectant. The day was new 
and unspoilt: a fresh page waiting to be written. 

Across the bay, trees stretched their branches, yawning at the sun’s 
appearance. Leaves twitched here and there, wearing their colours in 
glorious bronze and copper.

It was a new day. 

This student describes dawn - the start of the day. It is a positive 
and affirming description. Highlight which aspects of the 
description make it positive. 

p. 5
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Now let’s imagine that this image is taken from the end of the 
day. The emotion here would be introspective and possibly 
sombre.

Let’s re-write the piece at dusk. 
Here’s an example of how we have changed the first sentence:

The sun peered over the mountain at dawn prizing its way over to greet 
the lake.

The sun cast its shadow over the mountain at dusk to bid farewell to the 
lake.

Now fill in the rest of the gaps. 
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Last lesson we looked at emotive descriptions in farmyard 
settings. 
We are now going to complete our own description of the 
countryside in winter. 

Discuss this question with a partner: what kinds of 
emotions does this image make you feel?

lifeless
hopeless

barren desperate

silent vulnerable bleak
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You are going to write a description of this landscape 
and try to bring about these emotions in a reader.

lifeless hopeless barren desperate
silent vulnerable bleak

What details from this picture brings about these 
emotions? Annotate the picture. 



e. pale orange light on 
the pond’s surface. The 
sun can’t break 
through the surface. It 
must be freezing. 

b. trees’ remaining leaves are 
pale and white, not green. All 
of the leaves are dead. 

c. thin sheet of 
ice on the pond  -
could be 
dangerous

d. reeds are frosted over –
no life is growing

a. evening light 
as the sun sets. 
The day is over. 
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lifeless hopeless barren desperate
silent vulnerable bleak

What details from this picture bring about these 
emotions? Annotate the picture. 



Let’s try writing a descriptive paragraph about this 
setting.
We can borrow from other writing, and use the first 
sentence from ‘Watership Down’ to help us begin. 
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e. pale orange light on 
the pond’s surface. The 
sun can’t break 
through the surface. It 
must be freezing. 

b. trees’ remaining leaves are 
pale and white, not green. All 
of the leaves are dead. 

c. thin sheet of 
ice on the pond  -
could be 
dangerous

d. reeds are frosted over –
no life is growing

a. evening light 
as the sun sets. 
The day is over. 



On the other side of the fence, the upper part of the 
field was full of rabbit holes. 

On the other side of the pond, the tops of the trees were 
spread with a few dead, frozen leaves clinging on to 
the upper branches. 

 Clear
 Emotive 
 Good details 

about the setting
 Accurate 
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In pairs, write the rest of your description of this setting. 
Remember to make the writing emotive. You need to 
describe the landscape in these ways:

On the other side of the pond, the tops of the trees were spread 
with a few pale, frozen leaves clinging on to the upper branches. 
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You can use this sentence to start your writing, or use 
your own:

lifeless hopeless barren desperate
silent vulnerable bleak
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We are now going to switch our description around. 
We are now going to complete our own description 
showing it as a hopeful scene. 
Let’s imagine that this is the last day of winter: the sun 
rising here is bringing the first day of spring.



On your own, write a description of this hopeful setting.
Here are some sentence starters to help you:
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c.  life under the lake is 
busy and restless

a. It was a hazy sunrise in May.

e. pale ephemeral 
light appears 
beyond the clouds

b.  The trees appear in 
their full splendour of 
leaves

d. reeds are growing 
and flourishing under 
the light

• Even though the trees had been cold all winter, …

• After spending the last three months under a cool blanket of ice, the fish 
and the frogs…

• Even though the sun was lightly masked by clouds,…. 



Is the writing accurate?
Check 1: Does each sentence begin with a capital 

and end with a full stop?
Check 2: Have you punctuated your sentences 

correctly?
Check 3: Have you indented paragraphs whenever 

there is a major change in speaker, time or place?
Check 4: Have you checked your spellings?M
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When you’ve finished, 

check your writing.

Is the writing suitable for a description?
 Does the writing present a clear emotion?
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Which sentences are accurate?

a) The sun peered over the mountain at dawn prizing 
its way over to greet the lake

b) The sun’s rosy hue, too bright to behold, made its 
way inch by inch over the mountain’s pinnacle. 

c) The sun warmed and britened the landscape
d) The sun warmed and brightened the landscape, 

giving hope for a new day, yet to arise. 
e) On the other side of the pond, the tops of the trees 

were spread with a few pale and frozen leaves 
clinging on to the upper branches whilst the sun 
came through the clouds. 
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Which sentences are accurate?

a) The sun peered over the mountain at dawn Prizing 
its way over to greet the lake

b) The sun’s rosy hue, too bright to behold, made its 
way inch by inch over the mountain’s pinnacle. 

c) The sun warmed and brightened the landscape. 
d) The Sun warmed and britened the landscape, 

giving hope for a new day, yet to arise. 
e) On the other side of the pond, the tops of the trees 

were spread with a few pale and frozen leaves 
clinging on to the upper branches whilst the sun 
came through the clouds. 
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Love the lesson? Have some suggestions for 
improvements? Noticed a mistake or an error?

Please let us know!
Click here to provide some quick feedback on the lesson

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=dBTLADSljUaCn2NuzjLCTM4lhnn_9MFCggLGy0MW4sRUQUEySEs3RERTVTNVT0FQWFIzTDNMSzhRRi4u
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